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The “proponent’s financial strength” criterion appears to be a
euphemism for who can offer the best ‘cost overrun”
protection. Areva NP and the French Government are finding
out with their troubled, behind schedule 1,600 MW European
Pressurized Water Reactor in Olkiluoto, Finland, that this can
be very expensive. Negotiating the best deal on behalf of

be.And over the years, the union movement in Canada has been
closely associated with the NDP.I wouldn’t deny it’s been a fruitful
alliance – together we’ve made important gains for the working
men and women of this country.

So I’m the last person who’d want to slag our brothers and sisters
in the NDP.Nonetheless, I have a bone to pick.I have to ask myself
whether Bob Rae was right – maybe, just maybe the former Ontario
premier was right when he left the party several years back, due to
its outmoded thinking and rigid orthodoxies.
This is 2006, and experts around the globe are warning of
staggering environmental and economic impacts, if the world
doesn’t act quickly to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.They tell
us we have 10 to 15 years to radically change the way we produce
energy and fuel.Otherwise, large swaths of the earth’s surface will
become uninhabitable due to global warming.Millions will be
displaced by floods or drought, economies will be devastated.
These experts are telling us that urgent solutions must be found –
energy solutions that do not rely on fossil fuels and do not produce
greenhouse gases.Renewable sources are part of the answer but
can’t possibly meet baseload power requirements.These same
experts, including noted environmentalists, are strongly urging
governments to take a serious look at nuclear generation – a
power source virtually free of emissions that contribute to global
warming.
And it’s not just governments and activists who are paying heed.
A number of unions are reviewing their energy policies, asking
whether their historic anti-nuclear stance still makes sense.The
Canadian Labour Congress is studying the question.The Canadian
Union of Public Employees convened a meeting on the issue this
month.And the Quebec Federation of Labour recently lent its
support to nuclear energy proponents – for the first time ever.
It’s not a tidal wave (yet) but significant shifts are happening.Maybe,
just maybe, it’s time for the NDP to do a little soul-searching.
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Bruce Power New Build Gets Community Support

Waste Management Activities Make Progress

In early April, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency
and the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) released
two documents for public comment related to Bruce Power’s new
nuclear power plant. Brue Power is proposing to build up to 4
new nuclear reactors (4,000 MW) at the existing Bruce Nuclear
site, north of Kincardine, Onario. The draft Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) guidelines, identifies the information
needed to examine any potential environmental effects from the
proposed project. The second document, the draft Joint Review
Panel (JRP) agreement lays out the proposed procedures for
selecting JRP members, terms of reference and review process.
Public comments on both documents, written in either English or
French are due by June 18th, 2008.
On April 28th, Bruce Power’s proposal received a ringing
endorsement from a new citizens’ group. Local residents, calling
themselves “Citizens for Bruce C”, want the province’s first new
nuclear plant in a generation to be built at the Bruce site. Reasons
cited for the project being located at the Bruce include strong
community support, an experienced work force and Bruce
Power’s ability to attract investment.
The group’s Steering Committee includes representatives from
the local business community, labour groups, and Chamber of
Commerce. The campaign has launched a website,
www.citizensforbrucec.com . The site contains information
relevant to the Bruce proposal and a petition of support local
residents can sign. Over the next several weeks the group plans
to place advertisements in local papers and radio stations.

Back in March, the Nuclear Waste Management Organization
(NWMO) released its 2007 Annual Report. Aptly titled, “Moving
Forward Together”, the Report identified the Government of
Canada’s acceptance of the NWMO’s recommended Adaptive Phased
Management (APM) approach for long-term care of used fuel. APM
is described as being “both a technical method and a management
system, with the emphasis on adaptability.” From the technical
perspective, it is centralized containment and isolation of used fuel in
a deep geological repository. However, the management system
provides for “manageable phases” each with a
decision point allowing for go, no-go decisions.
For example, APM provides an option for
shallow underground storage at the central site,
as well as continuous monitoring and
retrievability for an extended period.
With the Government’s acceptance of APM, the
CANDU Fuel Bundle,
NWMO will transition from a study group to a
Courtesy of AECL
sustainable implementing organization. The
NWMO will now be responsible for implementing the five-year plan
they drafted, “Implementing Adaptive Phased Management: 2008 to
2012. The NWMO posted the draft plan on their website in April
and is now seeking public comment. Also, posted for public
comment is a proposed Transparency Policy. This reflects the
NWMO’s commitment to being “open and transparent” in their
process, communications and decision-making.

The website’s opening page notes
that local communities have been
the host to one of the most
successful nuclear facilities in the
world. It also calls on the
community to let policy-makers
know that residents recognize the
benefits that accrue from such a
project. According to an analysis
conducted by Dr. Harry Kitchen
of Trent University, the new
build project would inject $584M
into the local economy during
construction and another $238M
a year over the 60 year operation
of the plant.

And Then There Were Three
Infrastructure Ontario issued a brief news release on April 8th
indicating that their Nuclear Procurement Project had moved to
the next step with bilateral commercial meetings. The release
also noted that GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy had made a business
decision to withdraw from the competitive process and focus on
licensing efforts for their ESBWR design with the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
According to a Toronto Star article the following day, experts
were saying that the company was caught off guard by the
invitation to bid. Now that its Canadian operation was part of the
“Team Candu” bid, GE Hitachi found itself in a difficult situation.
GE Canada has operated here for over a hundred years beginning
with its manufacturing facility in Peterborough Ontario. This
Canadian operation has worked closely with AECL and helped
build Ontario’s first nuclear power reactor.

Also in April, the CNSC released two documents related to Ontario
Power Generation’s (OPG) proposed Deep Geologic Repository
(DGR) Project for public comment. OPG is proposing to store low
and intermediate-level radioactive waste in the municipality of
Kincardine, Ontario. The draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) guidelines and the draft Joint Review Panel (JRP) agreement
are posted at: www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca (Canadian Environmental
Assessment Registry. Written comments, in either English or French,
on the draft documents must be received no later than June 18th,
2008.
According to OPG’s 2007 Annual Report on the Project, the DGR
would be located about 680 metres below ground surface in low
permeability limestone, beneath a 200 metre thick layer of low
permeability shale. Open houses were held in October 2007 in the
communities of Kincardine, Port Elgin, Owen Sound, Walkerton,
Wiarton, Chesley and Ripley. OPG also met several times with
representatives of the Saugeen Ojibway Nations during the year. As
well, three project specific newsletters were distributed to more than
25,000 residences.
Following additional design work, safety assessments, drilling and
testing over the next three years, OPG expects to submit the EIS to
the Joint Panel in 2011.

Nuclear Energy and the Transition to a Low Carbon
Economy
In an April 2008 speech to the European Nuclear Assembly
conference in Brussels, European Energy Commissioner Piebalgs
spoke about the importance of nuclear energy for the reduction of
CO2 emissions.
“Nuclear energy makes an important contribution to our fight against
climate change and our security of energy supply…The EU needs
substantial investments in order to replace its ageing power plants. A
large number of currently operating power plants will reach the end of
their lifespan before 2030. In order to make the necessary
investments possible, the Commission is examining ways to address
difficulties related to licensing, financing and different nuclear
liability regimes.”
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Hope facility no earlier than Q3 of this year. A full restart is
dependent upon CNSC approval.
Some delays have been encountered with the second new mining
area at McArthur River. A contingency plan is being developed
to address the challenges affecting the production schedule for
2009. These delays are not expected to have any impact on
production beyond 2009.

Japan and France Share Nuclear Vision

The prime ministers of Japan and
France issued a joint statement
on their shared vision of nuclear
energy on April 11th in Tokyo.
Both countries see nuclear
energy as having a “paramount
role for prosperity and
sustainable development in the
Canadian Attitudes to Nuclear Power—Almost
Rokkasho reprocessing plant,
21st century.”
Courtesy of the Federation of Electric
Glowing!
Nuclear energy supplies 75% of
Power Companies of Japan (FEPC)
France’s electricity. It also earns
A January telephone poll of Canadians conducted for the
over 3 B EUR a year from electricity exports supported by its
Canadian Nuclear Association by Ipsos Reid shows increasing
very low cost of generation and is a major exporter of reactors,
support for nuclear energy, including building new and
fuel products and services. Japan imports about 80% of its
refurbishing existing plants. Energy supply concerns are also
energy requirements. About 30% of the country’s electricity is
high on the public’s agenda (one in ten Canadians - up 8 points
supplied by 55 nuclear reactors—this expected to increase to
from the previous year.) Some of the highlights are as follows:
about 40% by 2017.
• Forty seven percent of Canadians support nuclear energy—up
The joint statement says that nuclear energy is becoming
12 points from February 2005. Solar, wind, hydroelectric and
increasingly important to international energy security and for
natural gas receive higher ratings.
tackling global warming. Both countries indicated that they
• Support for nuclear is strongest in Ontario (65%) and
would be pushing to have global
Saskatchewan at (55%). Quebec has the
warming, and the role of nuclear energy
lowest support at twenty-two percent.
Worth
Repeating….
in helping to address it, on the upcoming
• Support for nuclear energy continues to
G8 agenda in July.
“Our country leads the world in
increase (from 2005) in all parts of the
Japan’s greenhouse gas emission rose
uranium production; we have our
country except Alberta.
7.7% between 1990 and 2005. The
own CANDU technology; we
• Canadians continue to be more
country’s Kyoto target calls for emissions
are seeing new build
supportive of upgrading and refurbishing
to be reduced by 6% from 1990 levels by
opportunities both in Ontario and
existing reactors than building new ones
2012. The increase means Japan must
New Brunswick. We have a
(67% vs 48%). Even in Quebec where
now reduce emissions by 13.7%.
brilliant workforce that is second
support for nuclear is lowest, 51% support
Just six days later, Japan’s Prime Minister
to none. You can be the best in
refurbishing.
announced plans to step up the promotion
the
world.”
• More than one half (55%) of Canadians
of nuclear power with an international
cannot mention any top of mind benefits
conference held by Japan’s Atomic
Although considered by some to be
to nuclear power. Among those that do,
Industrial Forum. These remarks precede
old news, remarks made by the Hon.
21% mention environmentally friendly,
the opening of a controversial nuclear
Gary Lunn, Canada’s Minister of
15% as clean and 6% as a source of
reprocessing facility in northern Japan.
Natural Resources to the February
electricity.
The Rokkasho plant, Japan’s first large2008 Canadian Nuclear Conference
scale reprocessing plant will allow
are worth repeating.
• A majority (59%) feel that their
nuclear waste to be recycled by extracting
confidence has improved (31%) or stayed
uranium and plutonium.
the same (28%).
• One half (53%) of Canadians feel their province doesn’t have
enough energy. Supply concerns are most acute in Ontario
Strong First Quarter for Cameco
(only 38% think there is enough supply) and British Columbia
On May 13, 2008, Cameco Corporation reported that first quarter
(40%).
net earnings were 125 percent higher than those in Q1 2007
• In Ontario 60% feel the government is moving either too
driven by better uranium and gold business results. The average
slowly (25%) or somewhat slowly (35%) in building new
realized selling price of uranium was up 55 percent compared to
nuclear facilities.
the same period in 2007 and reported sales volumes were up 17
As well, the poll found that two-thirds of Canadians (64%) don’t
percent.
think conservation efforts will be enough to ensure supply.
Progress also continued to be made at Cigar Lake. In October
Additional information on the results
2006, a rock fall caused the flooding of this development. In
can be found at: http://cna.ca/
April 2008, Cameco submitted an application to the Canadian
english/index2.asp.
Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) to allow dewatering and
At the end of the day, the critical
other remediation work leading up to, but not including the
deciding factor will be the extent to
restart of construction. The CNSC is developing a schedule for
which the Government of New
the review of this application. Cameco anticipates production to
Brunswick feels that the Team
start up in 2011 at the earliest. This will be dependent upon
CANDU feasibility study meets
successfully dewatering the mine, completing an assessment of
“certain conditions” laid out in the
the underground development and incorporating the findings into
MZConsulting Report.
the new mine development and production plans. As well,
Cameco projects that UF6 production will resume at the Port
continued...
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In short...
Recycling Spent Fuel A Possibility
Chair of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) announced at a May
conference in Chicago that the recycling of
spent fuel is a long-term priority. NRC
Chairman Dale Klein indicated that it was
not for the Commission to make the
decision but rather to be prepared to use
spent fuel. Plans call for the NRC to
develop a regulatory framework for
commercial facilities; provide guidance to
applicants; develop qualified NRC staff;
and maintain an effective inspection
programme. The NRC intends to consult
other countries such as Britain, France and
Japan on their regulatory experiences
related to the recycling of spent fuel.
NRC Inspectors on the job,
Courtesy of US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

New CNSC Regulatory Amendments
At the end of April, the CNSC announced
that new regulatory amendments affecting
the Class II Nuclear Facilities and
Prescribed Equipment Regulations and the
Nuclear Substances and Radiation Devices
Regulations were coming into force
immediately. According to the CNSC
press release, Canada will become one of
the first International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) Member States to adopt
international standards removing nuclear
substances from regulatory controls.
The changes correct regulatory
deficiencies and inconsistencies identified
since the original regulations were
promulgated in 2000. In addition, they
provide extra protection for workers, the
public and the environment and adopt the
latest international standards regarding
exemption values and clearance levels.
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Growing Line for Nuclear Reactor
Vessels
The renewed interest in nuclear power is
driving up the demand for heavy steel
forgings for nuclear reactor vessels.
Japan Steel Works is now the only
company in the world that produces these
forgings and now has a three year waiting
list. This unique position results from the
atrophy that global nuclear manufacturing
infrastructure providers experienced
during the previous two decades when
nuclear energy was in decline.
An early May article in the Toronto Star
suggested this might be a boon for
AECL’s CANDU offering in the
underway Ontario reactor technology
selection process. The CANDU design
does not require any ultra-heavy forgings
in its design.
The other reactor technology offerings
depend upon the 30 centimetre thick walls
of the reactor vessel to contain pressures
inside the reactor core and prevent
radiation emissions. Currently, about 30
reactors are under construction around the
world, with many more on the planning
board. If Ontario did decide on one of
the other reactor technologies they would
be looking at a hefty deposit for each
forging and a place at least three years
down the queue. The Ontario
government’s current plans call for
construction of a new nuclear plant to
begin in 2012 and to be in service by
2018.
Nuclear Power and the Chemical
Industry
Jack Gerard, President and
CEO of the American
Chemistry Council recently
stated that that U.S. energy
and climate change polices
Jack N. Gerard should be interwoven and
based on the principles of
diversity, efficiency and supply. Speaking
to industry executives at the Nuclear
The Canadian Nuclear Workers! Council is
an organization of workers represented by
unions working in various areas of the
Canadian nuclear industry which includes
uranium mining, nuclear fuel processing,
nuclear power stations, radial isotope
production for medical and industrial
purposes, and nuclear research.
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Energy Institute’s annual meeting, Gerard
stated that a 54 percent increase in U.S.
natural gas generated electricity between
1997 and 2006 came at a high cost. He
referred to a 450 percent increase in the cost
of natural gas since 2000. During this
period the U.S. lost more than 118,000 jobs
with U.S. manufacturing losing more than
three million.
At the same time, residential consumers had
seen a near-doubling in the cost of home
heating bills from rising natural gas prices.
As well, the average retail price of
electricity rose 29 percent between 1995
and 2006. Besides describing current U.S.
energy policy as not making sense, Gerard
concludes that “We simply can’t afford not
to secure our nuclear future.”
AECL Announcements of Note
Early in April, AECL announced
that it was pulling out of the
United Kingdom’s new build
reactor Generic Design
Assessment. AECL intends to focus its
marketing and licensing resources for the
Advanced CANDU Reactor® (ACR) on the
Canadian marketplace. The ACR and
AECL’s design program had been informed
by the UK’s Health and Safety Executive
and the Environment Agency that they were
eligible for Step 3. Both had passed the
Step 2 Assessment of stringent safety,
security and environmental criteria. AECL
informed UK regulators that they may enter
the competition at a later date.
The following week AECL announced the
signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding with the CNSC for preproject design review activities on the
EACR-1000. In accordance with an agreed
upon schedule, work activities will include
review of the Generic Safety Case Report.
This provides a comprehensive design and
safety analysis of this light water cooled,
heavy water moderated pressure tube
reactor design.
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